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and extending to some of the neighbouring washes. This belt
may be considered the centre of distribution. The finest grove
occupies, for a mile or more the narrow Palm Canon, on the
opposite side of the desert at the base of San Jacinto Mountain.
Here hundreds of fine trees fill the sandy bed of the stream
or cling: to the rocky bases of its steep sides. The older trees
are still vigorous, and there are abundant younger ones of all
sizes.
"Most of the canons at the desert bases of San Jacinto
contain palms. A few grow in the canon of the Whitewater,
which is the western limit of the species. Its southern outpost
is probably at Carizo Creek ; a few trees at Corn Springs mark
its northern limit, and none are known east of Frink's Station/'1
duration of leaves;—The functional life of a leaf is about
one year. How long the dead leaves would remain attached to
the trunk if undisturbed cannot be stated. Parish mentions a
row of trees in San Bernardino over 30 feet high from which
the leaves have never been removed, and the lowest are over
25 years old and still firmly attached to the trunk.
The .thatch of dead leaves makes an admirable protection to
the trunk from the scorching heat and drying winds of the
desert. Unfortunately most trees have been deprived of this
mantle. Its inflammable material is easily kindled by an
accidental fire, £nd is an Almost irresistible temptation* to the
passing vandal; but the greatest destruction is attributed to the
desert Indians, who are said to burn the dry leaves that they
may more easily gather the fruit. To burn them thus was the
immemorial custom of the desert Indians and it has been
erroneously alleged that in this they were influenced by a
superstitious motive, viz., the making of an offering by fire to
the spirits of the dead. That any plants survive this ordeal of
flames is strong evidence of the vitality of the species.
uses.—The wood of the Desert Palm is light and soft, and
contains numerous conspicuous dark orange-coloured fibro-
vascular bundles. The specific gravity of the absolutely dry
wood Ls 0-5173, a cubic foot weighing 32-24 pounds. Trimble2,
while examining this Palm for tannin, was impressed by the
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